Rule Change Highlights:
We have made several changes to the rules this year that we hope will be beneficial to you. This page is
intended to highlight the changes with some brief explanations below. Please be sure to read the rules
page!!!! That is where you will find full information and complete details. If you have any questions
please contact us through our contact page on the website.
1st A few years ago we changed the rules about how State Qualifiers were accepted back to the short
go. THIS YEAR WE ARE GOING BACK TO THE OLD WAY!!!! To be clear we will skip past Wild Card
Holders and Top Dogs to allow the top 10 State Qualifiers that place within the Top 20 of each division
the opportunity to run in the short Go!
2nd Elevated Entry for Late Entries to Maintain Status. We have added a higher priced entry fee that will
allow you to late enter and maintain your status. Forewarning it is much higher! This is not intended to
allow everyone to wait to enter after the deadline for entry. We are doing this because every year we
have a few people who misunderstood the rules and drive all the way from wherever only to discover
that they cannot make the short go because they late entered. We hate telling people who have
worked hard all year long that they cant make that short go when they were clearly confused. It will
also help folks who are on the fence if they can get off of work or whatever the circumstance may be the
opportunity to pay a higher entry fee but maintain status. Please note, this is an entry fee NOT a late
fee!...That means that the money is still broken down with the largest portion going to the pot just like
the normal entry fees.
3rd New This Year: If someone is a Top Dog in multiple divisions we will move down and accept an
additional person as a Top Dog from the lower placing division.
For Example: Bobby B. is a Top Dog in the 1D and 2D on Bubba. The sixth place person in the 2D will
have the opportunity to run as a Top Dog at Nationals ONLY. This DOES NOT effect the year end
standings or awards in any way!
4th Guaranteed Wild Cards can be used for current finals! If you were a member of the 2019 Season and
you win a division of the Guaranteed race at Nationals you can use the Wild Card you won to guarantee
your spot in the finals if your not already a Top Dog or Wildcard holder.
There were several other small changes but I think this captures the main ones. Please before you call
take a moment to look at the rules page. If you are still confused give us a call or shoot over an email.

Thank you,
Shane

